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Overview
Lunabotics is a student competition funded by
NASA whose goal is to explore vehicle designs
for regolith harvesting in extraterrestrial
environments and promote interest in STEM
fields.

Competition Details

Teams were required to construct an excavator,
or lunabot, that could collect a minimum of 10
kg of lunar regolith simulant in a 10 minute time
period. The lunabot could be remotely operated
or programmed for autonomous operation.
Judges awarded points on a variety of factors,
including lunabot weight and mass of collected
regolith. The team with the most points won the
competition.
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Meet Pitbull

The UAH Space Hardware Club lunabot, named
Pitbull, was one of the lightest lunabots at
competition due to its small size and light use of
carbon fiber. The lunabot’s harvesting
mechanism was a modified snow thrower
designed to throw regolith into the collection bin
as the lunabot drove forward. Unfortunately,
motor controller failures that could not be
replicated in testing prevented the luanbot from
preforming well at competition.
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Lessons & Educational Benefits
A lunabot is comprised of electrical, mechanical,
and software components. Team members
applied many engineering principles taught in the
classroom; therefore, the Lunabotics competition
reinforced and strengthened understanding of
concepts that would otherwise only be seen in
textbooks. Team members also learned a great
deal about working as a team. In addition, an
important component of the Lunabotics
competition is outreach; teams were encouraged
and rewarded in the competition for promoting
STEM in classrooms and their community.
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